Lights! Camera! Action! Teach! A handbook for making educational videos

Communications in the post-COVID age means being proficient in digital communications, from online meetings and presentations to YouTube videos, podcasts and social media. Learn how to improve your online presentations, videos and podcasts.

News

Let us know if you have any stories you would like to feature in the CESSDA newsletter.

6 December 2022
Spotlight on the Kosovo Social Sciences Data Centre

The Kosovo Social Sciences Data Centre (KSSDC) is currently a CESSDA partner and aspiring to become a member in the near future. Hear from Ardita Hajra, formerly Senior Research Analyst at the Centre for Political Courage (CPC).

28 November 2022
Submissions open for ESRA 2023 on “best practices in the research data lifecycle”
Submit your research paper to the CESSDA session at ESRA 2023 by 20 December. Sessions are being organised by themes, including best practice during pandemic times.

25 November 2022

**Speakers from across the CESSDA network deliver Open Science train-the-trainer workshop**

A train-the-trainer online workshop called: “How to Ensure Researchers Share Their FAIR Data: Practical Tips and Tools” took place on 27 October 2022. It focused on data sharing, research data, and high-quality data management.

22 November 2022

**New research reveals racial inequalities across the UK**

The UK Data Service has highlighted two recent pieces of research based on data available through its archive: [Racial inequalities within the cost of living crisis](https://data.gu.se/) and the [impact of homelessness on Black and minority ethnic communities](https://data.gov.uk/dataset/7d991c74-5c0b-495a-815b-908222639f3f).

17 November 2022

**CESSDA expert appointed to SSH Open Marketplace Editorial Board**

Maja Dolinar has been appointed to the SSH Open Marketplace, which is a discovery portal that pools and contextualises resources for social sciences and humanities research communities.

16 November 2022

**How to use Dataverse for data archiving and discovery - a CESSDA train-the-trainer event**

A virtual train-the-trainer event took place on 6 September with the goal of supporting further use of Dataverse.
14 November 2022

**Using the Geographical Information System QGIS for data analysis**

The hands-on workshop in July 2022 was designed to address the needs of researchers with an interest in the spatial analysis of socioeconomic data, but lack the programming skills to do so using R or Python.

11 November 2022

**The challenges of new data types in data management and archiving**

Social media data is increasingly used in the social sciences. Data archivists, managers and social scientists met online to discuss ongoing data management and archiving activities of new types of data.

27 October

**CESSDA Gender Equality Plan 2022-2023**

This new plan addresses the proposed action areas of Gender Equality recommended by the European Commission. Its commitments and actions aim to promote gender equality within CESSDA through institutional and cultural change.

**CESSDA: Projects in focus**

Let us know the latest developments in your CESSDA affiliated projects.
BY-COVID citizen engagement material

What difference will the BY-COVID project make and what does it mean for citizens? Explore the new pages on the BY-COVID website.

Registration are also open for the BY-COVID Industry Event on 24 January.

Database and harmonisation guidelines for youth and child wellbeing research data

The latest blog from the COORDINATE team covers its work involved with increasing awareness about comparative and longitudinal child wellbeing data available in Europe. It also provides tools for harmonising the data.

Expression of interest for business plans

EOSC DIH is launching a 4th Expression of Interest (EoI) for Business Pilots - apply before 15 December.

Final report produced for the European Research Data Landscape study

The European Research Data Landscape study looks at the practices of researchers in producing, reusing and depositing data, as well as making it FAIR. It also examines the research data repository landscape.

EOSC Synergy project examines outputs of FAIR assessment tools

The assessment tools all use different metrics for the evaluation of FAIRness principles, consisting of specific indicators. For example, one indicator measures the state of digital
resources with relation to the application of specific FAIR standards.

HumMingBird: New publications published
HumMingBird is a Horizon 2020 research that aims to improve the mapping and understanding of changing migration flows. The research analyses patterns, motivations and new geographies, and tests new methods to forecast emerging and future trends.

Share your expertise with TRIPLE
You can now create your profile, which will display your expertise, publications and interests. You can also get in touch with colleagues through the system. Register and let us know what features you like! TRIPLE has also released it’s latest interview. Finally, learn about the TRIPLE advisory board.

For more on CESSDA’s EU projects, visit our page on Development and Impact.

Events
17 January 2023
Teaching with census data

19 January 2023
Safer Research Training

2 February 2023
Labour Force and Annual Population Surveys User Conference 2023

30 May - 2 June 2023
IASSIST 2023 Diversity in Research:

Training
Discover the Data Archiving Guide (DAG) - a training event for new(ish) staff members

Train the Trainer: Anonymisation for data sharing in practice

How to Ensure Researchers Share Their FAIR Data: Practical Tips and Tools (Train-the-Trainer Workshop)

Presentation: Making Social Science Research Transparent
Social Justice from Data, Philadelphia (submission deadline 14 December)

Online workshop: Using the Geographical Information System QGIS for data analysis [Video]

---

**Resources**

- Guidance to FAIRification
- EDDI 2022: DDI Training Workshop [recordings]
- D15 Activity report on progress in Trust activities across the SSH domain
- CESSDA Training [recordings]
- FAIR Digital Objects Forum [recordings]
- TRIPLE Training Toolkit

---

**Vacancies**

- PhD student/Researcher in Data Science & Natural Language Processing, GESIS (deadline 14 December 2022)
- IT Technical Access Analyst, UK Data Archive (deadline 14 December 2022)
- Research Associate – Information Retrieval / Data Findability, GESIS (deadline 21 December 2022)
- Human Computer Interaction / Machine Learning, GESIS (deadline 27 December 2022)
- Project Manager in Open Science, Metadata and Ontologies, INRAE (deadline 31 December 2022)
- IT Systems Officer, UK Data Archive (deadline 4 January 2023)
- Research Associate in Child Wellbeing (deadline 10 January 2023)
- Research Associate in Survey Infrastructure Development (deadline 10 January 2023)

Let us know if you would like to advertise a vacancy at your institution.
Season's Greetings!

We wish you a peaceful holiday season and a Happy New Year 2023!

CESSDA ERIC
CESSDA ERIC
Solheimsgaten 16
5058 Bergen
Norway
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